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Abstract

Accurate and reliable tumour delineation on positron emission tomography 

(PET) is crucial for radiotherapy treatment planning. PET automatic 

segmentation (PET-AS) eliminates intra- and interobserver variability, but there 

is currently no consensus on the optimal method to use, as different algorithms 

appear to perform better for different types of tumours. This work aimed to 

develop a predictive segmentation model, trained to automatically select and 

apply the best PET-AS method, according to the tumour characteristics.

ATLAAS, the automatic decision tree-based learning algorithm for 

advanced segmentation is based on supervised machine learning using 

decision trees. The model includes nine PET-AS methods and was trained 

on a 100 PET scans with known true contour. A decision tree was built for 
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each PET-AS algorithm to predict its accuracy, quantified using the Dice 

similarity coefficient (DSC), according to the tumour volume, tumour peak 

to background SUV ratio and a regional texture metric. The performance of 

ATLAAS was evaluated for 85 PET scans obtained from fillable and printed 

subresolution sandwich phantoms.

ATLAAS showed excellent accuracy across a wide range of phantom data 

and predicted the best or near-best segmentation algorithm in 93% of cases. 

ATLAAS outperformed all single PET-AS methods on fillable phantom data 

with a DSC of 0.881, while the DSC for H&N phantom data was 0.819. DSCs 

higher than 0.650 were achieved in all cases.

ATLAAS is an advanced automatic image segmentation algorithm based 

on decision tree predictive modelling, which can be trained on images with 

known true contour, to predict the best PET-AS method when the true contour 

is unknown. ATLAAS provides robust and accurate image segmentation with 

potential applications to radiation oncology.

Keywords: positron emission tomography, image segmentation, supervised 

machine learning, radiotherapy treatment planning

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The past decade has seen an increasing interest in the use of positron emission tomography (PET) 

using 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) in radiation oncology. This technique, allowing the visu-

alisation of the metabolic activity of tumour tissue, shows great promise in applications such as 

radiotherapy treatment planning and the monitoring of response to therapy. However, the use of 

PET-based information for these purposes relies on the availability of an accurate and reproducible 

segmentation technique for defining the tumour, which is made challenging by the low resolution 

of PET images. The proximity of physiological high uptake areas (Blodgett et al 2005) and the 

intra-tumour heterogeneity, due to large necrotic areas and intense focal uptakes (Haberkorn et al 

1991, Henriksson et al 2007), can make image segmentation particularly difficult, in particular 

in anatomical regions such as the head and neck (H&N). Although clinical expertise is crucial 

in delineating the Gross Tumour Volume, the manual delineation process is extremely time con-

suming. In addition, there is a large amount of evidence in the literature showing that manual 

PET contours are highly dependent on the operator as well as on the clinical case under consider-

ation (Steenbakkers et al 2006, Breen et al 2007). Automatic PET-based automatic segmentation 

(PET-AS) was introduced to eliminate the intra- and inter-observer variability inherent in freehand 

outlining. Low-level PET-AS methods, such as threshold-based methods, have been shown to lack 

accuracy and robustness to a number of image parameters (Ford et al 2006)and the use of more 

advanced segmentation algorithms has been recommended instead (Grégoire and Chiti 2011). The 

number of published and validated advanced PET-AS methods is currently growing (Shepherd 

et al 2012) as more clinical centres are including PET in their planning protocols. However, the 

focus of the literature remains on individual experience of different centres, with methods tested 

on their own data, often covering only a small range of variation in image parameters. The wide 

range of variation in tumour characteristics observed for clinical H&N cases and the large number 

of segmentation methods published independently make it difficult to recommend a single delinea-

tion method. Only a small number of papers have focused on comparing automatic PET segmenta-

tion methods. Zaidi et al (2012) for instance determined the best image segmentation method to 

B Berthon et alPhys. Med. Biol. 61 (2016) 4855
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use in pharyngolaryngeal squamous cell carcinoma by identifying the method which performed 

best overall compared to 3D biological tumour volumes defined by histology data. However, as 

discussed in the study, choosing a single PET-AS method to cover all clinical scenarios needs to 

be considered with caution, as even the best method overall can lead to large errors in some cases. 

It is therefore important to challenge the assumption that a single segmentation algorithm exists 

that yields excellent delineation accuracy for every type of tumour, and rather focus on using the 

wide knowledge acquired on different methods to achieve optimal segmentation. A small number 

of publications in the field of medical image segmentation have shown that the combination of the 

information from different segmentation results, using majority voting or the STAPLE algorithm 

(Warfield et al 2004), can increase the accuracy of the segmentation compared to using individual 

algorithms (Dewalle-Vignion et al 2015, Schaefer et al 2015). In this work we propose a different 

approach, which consists in selecting a single segmentation algorithm from a number of different 

ones, rather than combining all segmentation results. This can be done using machine learning 

techniques, which ‘learn’ from the data they encounter. Supervised machine learning allows a 

given algorithm to be built and optimised using an existing training dataset for which the true 

tumour geometry and location is known (the ‘ground truth’), in order for it to make the right deci-

sions to achieve optimal performance for cases in which the outcome is not known. This includes 

methods such as K Nearest Neighbours (Anbeek et al 2005, Lyksborg et al 2012), Support Vector 

Machine (Iordanescu et al 2012, Jayachandran and Dhanasekaran 2013) and Artificial Neural 

Networks (Bankman 2000, Reyes-Aldasoro 2000), which have been used in the literature for the 

segmentation of medical imaging by classifying voxels into different categories. The main advan-

tages of such techniques are their high predictive power and their ability to adapt to any given 

dataset. Machine learning methods are commonly applied to a test image in order to classify the 

voxels into different categories (Tabakov and Kozak 2014), or for diagnostic purposes (Hassanien 

and Kim 2012). However, such methods could also be applied to the classification of training data 

into groups for which a particular segmentation algorithm would perform best. In particular, deci-

sion tree (DT) learning is a supervised learning method, which provides a graphical representation 

of the algorithm together with the set of classification rules learned during the training process (the 

tree). DT learning could be a powerful tool in the exploration of a wide range of data for the deter-

mination of optimal tumour segmentation. To our knowledge, machine learning algorithms have 

not yet been used for selecting the optimal segmentation algorithm from a set of available methods. 

In previous studies, we have investigated and compared the accuracy of a number of segmentation 

methods, representing the most promising approaches in the current literature, for a wide range 

of FDG uptake distributions (Berthon et al 2013). In particular, we have shown that the accuracy 

of different methods depends on a number of parameters describing the segmentation conditions 

such as the volume and tumour-to-background ratio (Berthon et al 2014b). Our previous work 

suggested that a combination, utilizing the advantages of several methods simultaneously, might 

improve tumour segmentation. In the present work, we describe the development and validation of 

a tool based on DT learning, designed to achieve this goal.

2. Methods

2.1. Description of the model

In this work, we present ATLAAS6: an Automatic decision Tree-based Learning Algorithm for 

Advanced Segmentation. The ATLAAS predictive segmentation model is designed to select 

the most accurate PET-AS method for optimal segmentation of a given PET image. The best 

6 Patent pending No PCT/GB2015/052981.
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segmentation method is chosen from a list of advanced PET-AS algorithms built into the sys-

tem. A list of the PET-AS methods used for this work is given in this section. When segment-

ing a new image, ATLAAS computes for each PET-AS algorithm its predicted segmentation 

accuracy using a number of parameters extracted from the target image. The prediction is done 

using a model consisting of DTs built during the training of ATLAAS. The predictive model is 

built on a large dataset of PET images of tumours, with the parameters describing the tumour 

uptake varying within a certain range. The training dataset needs to be large enough to cover 

a large variety of clinical scenarios and provide accurate classification. Any data for which the 

ground truth is known can be used (i.e. phantom images, simulated images or clinical data 

with histopathology reference). This is known as the ‘training dataset’. Figure 1 depicts the 

workflow used in the training phase and in the clinical application of ATLAAS.

The following parameters describing the target object uptake were identified as classifiers 

of the DT learning method:

  V: target object volume (ml)

  TBRpeak: Ratio between the target object’s SUVpeak, calculated as the mean value in 

a 1cm3 sphere centred on the maximum standardised uptake value (SUV) in the target 

object, and the background SUV, calculated as the mean intensity in a 0.5 cm thick exten-

sion of the object contour.

  NI: a regional texture feature related to the intensity distribution in the target object. 

The number NI of intensity levels in the target object is obtained from a grey level co-

occurrence matrix based on the methods described by Haralick et al (1973) and used in 

Figure 1. Workflow of (a) the ATLAAS training process (b) the clinical use of the 
ATLAAS predictive segmentation model.

B Berthon et alPhys. Med. Biol. 61 (2016) 4855
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the work by Tixier et al (2011). NI is the number of different discrete intensity values 

in the target object, after resampling the object image to 64 discrete intensity levels as 

recommended by Tixier et al.

Clinical lesions can show a variety of patterns, ranging from globally homogeneous uptake 

to highly heterogeneous uptake when including, for instance, local hot spots or necrotic areas. 

This work was therefore based on the assumption that different PET-AS approaches may be 

more adequate than others for the segmentation of different types of lesions. For example, 

as illustrated in figure 2, highly heterogeneous lesions are expected to be more accurately 

segmented by methods taking into account the spatial connectivity of regions in the image 

or identifying multiple regions, or clusters (figure 2(a)) than by simple thresholding-based 

methods (figure 2(b)), which may in turn be more adequate for less complex uptake patterns.

A large range of PET-AS methods was used in this study to represent different segmenta-

tion approaches. These have been described in detail in previous publications (Berthon et al 

2013, 2014b), and are summarised in table 1, along with references of recent publications 

using similar segmentation approaches. All methods were implemented in the Matlab pro-

gramming language (The Mathworks, Natick USA) using the same procedure, so that the only 

difference between the methods was the underlying segmentation approach. Methods AT, RG 

and WT are binary classification methods, which previously showed high accuracy in delin-

eating homogeneous lesions (Berthon et al 2013, 2014b). The clustering methods KM, FCM 

and GCM were each applied to the detection of 2, 3 and 4 clusters, with the resulting methods 

named KM2-KM4, FCM2-FCM4 and GCM2-GCM4 respectively.

2.2. Building of the statistical model

A training dataset was used to build DTs for each PET-AS method described in table 1. We 

used the PETSTEP simulator (Berthon et al 2014a, 2015a) for the rapid generation of a large 

training set. PETSTEP operates in the open source framework of the Matlab-based computa-

tional environment for radiotherapy research (CERR) (Deasy et al 2003). It uses a CT image 

and a map of the background FDG uptake to generate a PET image from tumour any con-

tours drawn by the user. The training dataset was generated based on existing PET/CT data 

of a fillable phantom. Target tumours objects covering a range of different characteristics 

relevant to clinical situations were added to the background of this phantom. A total of 100 

spherical tumours objects were modelled for volume and maximum uptake values in the range  

0.5 ml–50 ml and 4000 Bq ml−1
–40000 Bq ml−1 respectively. For all the scans in the training 

Figure 2. Illustration of the segmentation of a VOI (intensity profile shown in black) by 
(a) binary thresholding and (b) a segmentation method taking into account the spatial 
connectivity of voxels or by identifying several regions (clusters) regions within the 
lesion.

B Berthon et alPhys. Med. Biol. 61 (2016) 4855
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dataset the target outline was known since it was one of the input parameters in the synthetic 

image generation process. We refer to this outline as ‘reference true contour’ or ‘ground truth’.

The workflow to build the statistical model was fully automated and computer scripts were 

used to (1) determine evenly spaced values of the volume and FDG uptake spanning the ranges 

specified, (2) generate the synthetic training scans, (3) calculate the value of corresponding 

tumour parameters in the target object, (4) segment the synthetic scans using the PET-AS 

methods in table 1, (5) calculate the segmentation accuracy for each method by comparing the 

result of the segmentation with the ground truth (i.e. actual target outline and location) and (6) 

build the corresponding DTs.

Only the PET-AS methods that performed differently across the dataset were kept in the 

study provided non-correlated DSC values across the dataset were kept in the study. Correlated 

methods were identified using SPSS 20 (IBM, Chicago, USA), as pairs of PET-AS for which 

the Pearson’s r correlation coefficient was larger than 0.95 (r  >  0.95) and the associated 

p-value smaller than 0.05 (p  <  0.05). The best performing (highest average DSC) of each cor-

related pair was kept. Only the following uncorrelated methods were considered for further 

analysis: AT, RG, WT, KM2, KM3, KM4, FCM2, GCM3 and GCM4.

The segmentation accuracy was assessed by quantifying the conformity of the contours 

obtained to the reference true contour provided by the simulation template in PETSTEP. We 

used the DSC (Dice 1945), defined as:

=
∗ ∩

+

X Y

X Y
DSC

2

where |X | and |Y | are the number of voxels in the reference and test contour, respectively, and 

X Y∩  the number of voxels in their intersection. DSC above 0.7 is considered as an indicator 

of good overlap (Dice 1945).

The DTs predicting, for each PET-AS, the DSC score obtained according to the values of 

the different tumour parameters were built automatically with the Matlab statistics toolbox, 

based on the Classification And Regression Tree growing method (IBM Corporation 1989 

2011). The Matlab method RegressionTree.fit was used with its default settings, including the 

impurity measure ‘Gini’, ensuring the data is classified into homogeneous groups of values. 

For each tree, the cross-validation error was calculated as the relative difference between the 

true actual DSC and the DSC predicted by the tree, averaged on a randomly chosen subset 

Table 1. Name and description of PET-AS methods used in this study, with references of published 
work using similar segmentation approaches.

Algorithm Description Key references

AT 3D Adaptive iterative thresholding, using 

background subtraction

Jentzen et al (2007)

Drever et al (2007)

RG 3D Region-growing with automatic seed finder 

and stopping criterion

Day et al (2009)

KM 3D K-means iterative clustering with custom 

stopping criterion

Zaidi and El Naqa (2010)

FCM 3D Fuzzy-C-means iterative clustering with 

custom stopping criterion

Belhassen and Zaidi 2010)

GCM 3D Gaussian Mixture Models-based clustering 

with custom stopping criterion

Hatt et al (2009)

WT Watershed Transform–based algorithm, using 

Sobel filter.

Geets et al (2007), Tylski et al (2006)

B Berthon et alPhys. Med. Biol. 61 (2016) 4855
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(10%) of the training dataset. We also provide for each DT built (i.e. for each PET-AS method) 

the relative importance to the model of each predictor (TBRpeak, Volume and NI), which rep-

resents the increase in accuracy of the tree as a consequence of including that predictor. The 

final model was built by choosing the parameter with the highest importance to model across 

PET-AS methods, and adding the next parameters with highest importance to model among 

the remaining parameters until the accuracy of the model stopped increasing.

2.3. Validation of the ATLAAS predictive segmentation model

The accuracy of ATLAAS was evaluated for the segmentation of a wide range of phantom data 

generated for previous studies, within the range of volume and TBRpeak used in the training of 

ATLAAS. The data available included:

  37 fillable phantom test images obtained from using thin-wall spherical (Berthon et al 

2013) and non-spherical (Berthon et al 2014b) plastic inserts including ellipses, tori, 

tubes, pear- and drop-shaped objects,

  17 cases of heterogeneous spheres in homogeneous background (1, 2 or 4 concentric 

spherical regions of different uptakes) obtained with the printed subresolution sandwich 

(SS) phantom (Berthon et al 2015b),

Figure 3. Examples of phantom scans used for the validation of ATLAAS, with 
overlaid reference true contours (in red) and contours obtained with ATLAAS (in blue). 
The target objects shown are (a) fillable spheres with thin plastic walls, (b) and (c) non-
spherical fillable inserts with thin plastic walls, (d) spheroidal lesion on printed H&N 
phantom, (e) irregular lesion on printed H&N phantom.

a) b) c)

d) e)

B Berthon et alPhys. Med. Biol. 61 (2016) 4855
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  31 H&N homogeneous and heterogeneous (random and Gaussian smoothed uptake) 

irregular H&N cases generated with a the printed SS phantom, using a printout tem-

plate representing realistic H&N background uptake derived from clinical PET/CT 

scans.

Example images taken from each one of these datasets are shown on figure 3.

The ATLAAS predictive segmentation model was applied to each test case of this valida-

tion dataset. The PET-AS methods in were also individually applied to each test case. The 

mean and minimum (min) DSC across the validation dataset were calculated for ATLAAS 

and for each of the different PET-AS methods. In addition, we determined for each method 

the percentage of cases where it returned the best DSC (Pbest) and a DSC value within 10% 

of the best PET-AS algorithm (P10). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to determine 

if ATLAAS and the PET-AS generated DSC distributions were significantly different, with 

a significance value set to p  =  0.05.

3. Results

3.1. The ATLAAS predictive segmentation mode

The simulated data used for training ATLAAS covered TBRpeak, V and NI ranges of 

1.1–52, 0.44–52 ml and 8–38 respectively. The clinical data observed at our centre had 

TBRpeak, V and NI in the range 1.1–8.3, 0.44–59 ml and 13–63 respectively as shown in 

table 2.

A total of 9 trees were generated using all tumour parameters described previously as clas-

sifiers. Table 3 shows the performance of the different PET-AS methods on the training dataset 

(mean DSC and Pbest) and the cross-validation error of the associated DTs. All trees achieved a 

cross-validation error smaller than 1%, except for RG. The relative importance relative to the 

model of each predictor is given at the bottom of table 3. TBRpeak was by far the parameter 

with highest importance to the model overall, followed by Volume.

Figures 4 (a) and (b) shows the DTs built for methods KM2 and AT, including the image 

parameter and cut-off value at each node, and the predicted DSC at each extremity (leaf) of 

the tree.

3.2. Evaluation of the ATLAAS predictive segmentation model

The phantom dataset built for the evaluation of ATLAAS included target objects with  

volumes and TBRpeak values in the range 0.58 ml–102 ml and 1.3–17 respectively. The 

results of the validation of ATLAAS with phantom data are given in table 4, showing the 

mean and lowest DSC obtained on the dataset as well as Pbest and P10 for ATLAAS and all 

PET-AS methods considered in the model. ATLAAS returned the best DSC in 56% of cases, 

and a DSC within 10% of the best in 93% cases, compared to respectively 34% and 88% 

obtained when using the best single PET-AS methods on this dataset (AT). It is worthwhile 

noting that on average ATLAAS outperformed all the individual PET-AS methods on all the 

metrics used. On the phantom dataset, ATLAAS reached a minimum DSC of 0.650, which 

is more than twice the minimum DSC obtained using the best single PET-AS methods on 

this dataset (AT). Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, given at the bottom of table 4, 

showed statistically significantly different DSC values for ATLAAS compared to WT, KM3, 

KM4, GCM3 and GCM4.

B Berthon et alPhys. Med. Biol. 61 (2016) 4855
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Table 2. Variation range of volume, TBRpeak and NI for the different datasets.

Volume (ml) TBRpeak NI

Clinical data 0.44–59 1.1–8.3 13–63

Training data 0.44–52 1.1–52 8–38

Phantom data 0.58–102 1.3–17 9–57

Table 3. Performance of the PET-AS methods on the training dataset and cross-
validation error of the associated tree.

Method AT RG WT KM2 KM3 KM4 FCM2 GCM3 GCM4

Mean 0.919 0.589 0.929 0.932 0.873 0.811 0.675 0.820 0.917

Pbest (% cases) 4 22 26 39 <1 <1 <1 9 9

Cross-validation 

error (%)
<1 9.0 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1

Relative importance to model (%)

Vol <1 <1 96.2 <1 92.2 86.3 <1 <1 <1

TBRpeak 100 95.2 100 100 74.2 100 100 100 100

NI <1 <1 <1 <1 100 <1 40.1 <1 <1

Figure 4. DTs built-in the ATLAAS predictive segmentation model for PET-AS 
methods KM2 (a) and AT (b).

B Berthon et alPhys. Med. Biol. 61 (2016) 4855
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In comparison, ATLAAS built using only TBRpeak, and only TBRpeak and Volume as 

classifiers achieved mean DSC values across the validation data of 0.816, 0.820 respectively.

A full comparison of the segmentation accuracy (DSC) obtained for ATLAAS (black) 

and for the single PET-AS methods (colours), for all the cases of the validation dataset, is 

depicted in figure 5. It can be noted that the curve representing ATLAAS is higher than indi-

vidual PET-AS curves in most cases. When ATLAAS did not reach the highest DSC, its DSC 

was still higher than 0.7. In addition, although the performance of other PET-AS methods 

such as AT, KM2 and RG was good overall, there were cases in which these methods had a 

low DSC score (e.g. case No. 10, 26, 32 and 38 in figure 5), while ATLAAS maintained a 

DSC higher than 0.7.

Figure 5. Accuracy of ATLAAS (black dashed line) compared to individual PET-AS 
methods (colour solid lines) across the validation dataset, including fillable phantom 
and printed H&N phantom data.

Table 4. Performance of ATLAAS and of the different PET-AS methods for the 
phantom validation data, including mean, median and minimum DSC obtained, Pbest 
and P10 values.

AT RG WT KM2 KM3 KM4 FCM2 GCM3 GCM4 ATLAAS

Mean 

DSC

0.841 0.846 0.800 0.836 0.660 0.537 0.587 0.793 0.752 0.858

Min 

DSC

0.353 0.057 0.214 0.202 0.079 0.088 0.142 0.104 0.099 0.650

Pbest 

(%cases)

34 22 3 26 1 <1 2 9 3 56

P10 

(%cases)

88 81 58 72 10 1 10 68 54 93

Wilcoxon signed-rank test results

U 3721 3667 4690 3722 6093 6814 6786 4333 4690

p-value 0.362 0.432 <10−3a 0.366 <10−6a
<10−6a

<1e−6a 0.012a
<10−3a

a Statistically significant (p  <  0.05).

Note: The results of the Wilcoxon signed rank test are given in the bottom rows.

B Berthon et alPhys. Med. Biol. 61 (2016) 4855
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The average accuracy of ATLAAS across the fillable phantom data (figure 5, left) was 

0.881 DSC compared to 0.852 for the best of the PET-AS methods. In the case of the printed 

H&N phantom data (figure 5, right), ATLAAS reached an average 0.819 DSC compared to 

0.831 DSC for the best performing PET-AS method.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to develop a model able to predict and apply the best PET-AS 

algorithm for use in 18F-FDG PET imaging. We have developed a novel tree-based decision 

making algorithm, ATLAAS, and shown that it performs better than any of the individual 

PET-AS algorithm it is based on, in a range of pre-clinical conditions. Although the data used 

in this work represented H&N tumours, as it was available at our centre and clinically rele-

vant, ATLAAS can potentially be used for any type of lesions, and many tumour types beyond 

H&N would benefit from such an optimised segmentation tool. The tool developed has poten-

tial applicability for target volume delineation in clinical practice, which can be used across 

different centres and clinical studies. It is important to note that ATLAAS is not designed as 

a segmentation method in itself, but rather a framework that can be used to select and apply 

the best among a pool of segmentation methods. As such, the segmentation methods included 

in the model have an impact on its accuracy, as the segmentation resulting from ATLAAS 

on a given case can only ever be as accurate as the best performing segmentation method on 

that case. In this work, ATLAAS was built using a variety of segmentation methods based on 

different mathematical approaches. The model would provide optimal segmentation accuracy 

if it included all the best performing methods for each approach, provided these methods are 

available and implemented in the same way. In this study, which aimed to provide a proof 

of concept for the ATLAAS model, we did not include the best existing algorithm for each 

approach, so an optimal segmentation method may outperform ATLAAS. However, if such 

a method was included in the model, which is easily done, ATLAAS would allow selecting 

a different segmentation algorithm in cases where this optimal method would fail, thereby 

outperforming it overall.

The combined use of different image segmentation algorithms has been investigated by 

McGurk et al (2013) and more recently in two more publications (Dewalle-Vignion et al 

2015, Schaefer et al 2015). These works evaluated voxel-wise methods which combine the 

information provided by different segmentation methods into a new contour. In our approach, 

we do not attempt to include the results of all segmentation methods in deriving the final con-

tour, but we predict the PET-AS method that is most appropriate for each case. The advantage 

of such an approach is that the information provided by low performance segmentations is 

not used to make the final contour and it therefore maximises the probability of producing 

an accurate contour. This also means that the inclusion of low performance algorithms into 

ATLAAS should not affect its accuracy, as all the selection process is made by the model. In 

addition, ATLAAS is a learning method, which can adapt to the parameters it is built on and 

the data used to train it. The method is built to improve with the increasing number of train-

ing cases it is given, which methods such as majority voting or STAPLE are not designed for.

The DSC was used in this study to quantify the segmentation accuracy, as it is widely 

used for evaluating segmentation accuracy, and provides information on the spatial conform-

ity of the ground truth and segmented contours, combining information on the sensitivity and 

positive predictive value of the segmentation within a unique accuracy score. Although the 

model is built to include a single accuracy score, the ATLAAS framework is independent of 
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the output metric used and could theoretically be built with any other accuracy score. Further 

work could therefore focus on applying ATLAAS with other relevant accuracy metrics.

ATLAAS showed excellent accuracy across a wide range of complex phantom data and 

achieved a prediction of the best (Pbest) or near-best (P10) segmentation in a very large num-

ber of cases as shown in figure 5. Our data indicate that ATLAAS is a robust method that is 

capable of using a good segmentation algorithm when other methods fail (see figure 5).

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that the distribution of DSC values obtained for 

ATLAAS was not significantly different overall from those obtained with AT, RG and KM2 

and GCM3. This is due to the fact that these were the PET-AS methods that ATLAAS pre-

dicted and applied in many cases. The contours generated by ATLAAS are not expected to 

be statistically different from the contours obtained with the individual PET-AS methods, 

since ATLAAS is coded to use these algorithms for image segmentation. The added value of 

ATLAAS is the capability of predicting the best or near-best segmentation methods in a well-

defined and reproducible way, thus providing optimal and robust image segmentation.

Our results also showed that ATLAAS largely outperformed all single PET-AS values on 

fillable phantom data but did not outperform the best PET-AS in the case of printed H&N 

phantom data (see figure 5 and section 3.2). This can be explained by the fact that the train-

ing dataset for ATLAAS was built using images simulated from fillable phantom templates. 

Although the training dataset included non-spherical target lesions, ATLAAS was not trained 

on highly irregular lesions, or on images with heterogeneous background, which were found 

in the H&N printed data. This shows precisely the influence of the training dataset on the 

accuracy of the predictive model. It is expected that a training dataset containing irregular 

ground truth data for highly irregular lesions and heterogeneous background images, more 

representative of clinical data may will further improve the performance of ATLAAS. This 

will be the aim of future work, evaluating how the complexity of the training dataset will 

affect the performance of ATLAAS, and taking part in collaborations using ATLAAS on clini-

cal data from different centres.

Classification parameter NI was chosen from the set of regional grey level co-occurrence 

matrix which were shown by Tixier et al (2011) to be most promising for the prediction 

of response to therapy. Although such a prediction is not the aim of this study, we hypoth-

esized that regional texture features are therefore more clinically relevant for describing 

tumour heterogeneity. Among all regional grey level co-occurrence texture features, we 

selected only one to avoid biasing the DTs towards texture, and chose NI as it was the one 

providing the best performance for ATLAAS. However, other texture metrics based on dif-

ferent calculation approaches or matrices may further increase the accuracy of ATLAAS, 

especially if their value can be controlled in making the training dataset. This was not the 

case for NI, which explains the discrepancy between clinical and training dataset NI values 

(see table 2).

Further work at our centre will be focused on investigating the best metric or combination 

of independent texture metrics to use. ATLAAS could be additionally improved by adding to 

the classification parameters shape metrics, which were shown by Tixier et al (2013) to be 

potentially useful for the classification of segmentation methods. The training dataset was gen-

erated using PETSTEP, a fast and flexible PET simulation tool. PETSTEP has been previously 

calibrated and validated for the simulation of 18F-complex FDG uptake in the H&N (Berthon 

et al 2015a). However, the current version of PETSTEP does not include axial filtering, and 

therefore handles all PET image slices individually, which does not allow accurate modelling 

of the acquisition process. In addition, Time-of-Flight correction, which was indeed used in 

for all scans acquired in our centre, is not currently modelled in PETSTEP. Since the quality of 

the ATLAAS predictive model depends largely on the quality of the training dataset we expect 
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that any improvement in the quality of the images simulated with PETSTEP will result in an 

improved performance of ATLAAS.

It is worth noting that as part of this work, we have also developed an automated procedure 

for building the ATLAAS training dataset. This allows building and using the model with data 

from any centre or any PET imaging system. Indeed ATLAAS could be built for any tracer or 

imaging modality (e.g. SPECT), as long as corresponding data with reference true contours 

are available. Furthermore, there is no limit to the number or type of PET-AS algorithms that 

can be included in the ATLAAS predictive segmentation model.

5. Conclusion

We have developed ATLAAS, an advanced and automatic image segmentation algorithm, 

based on the DT predictive modelling method. We have shown that ATLAAS can be trained 

to predict the best PET-AS method when the ground truth is unknown and demonstrated that 

ATLAAS provides robust and accurate image segmentation that can potentially have wide 

applicability in radiation oncology, across multiple tumour types.

This article presents a novel method for optimised segmentation of PET images which, 

to our knowledge is the first to combine existing segmentation algorithms into a machine 

learning framework. We developed ATLAAS and advanced and automatic image segmenta-

tion algorithm based on the DT predictive modelling method. We have shown that ATLAAS 

can be trained to predict the best PET image segmentation method when the ground truth is 

unknown. ATLAAS provides a robust and accurate image segmentation that can prove very 

useful in radiation oncology.
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